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HEK.SI Conference 2022
27.01. and 28.01.2022, On-Line
IT and computer experts, IT specialists and all you are interested in the field of ethical hacking, invited, to a fifth HEK.SI Conference in Slovenia.
The day before the conference is scheduled a workshop. The participation at the conference can serve you as great future reference.

2022

25. 5. 2022, On-Line
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5700 €
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2022

07.09.- 09. 09. 2022, Nova Gorica, Hotel Perla

2500 €

Three VIP Tickets

Other marketing activities

11150 €

6150 €

2400 €

2300 €
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8950 €

3950 €

2160 €

1950 €

Introductory film (during all day)
The customer promo video that is played during the event.
Lead guarantee
Palsit team helps the sponsor to connect with protentional customers.
Promoter of the sponsor
During the lecture of the sponsor, the promoter collects participant contacts on the basis of a questionnaire,
escort a potential client to a location reserved for individual meetings, organize appointments schedule during
the event, share promotional material on behalf of the sponsor ...
Organization of individual meetings
Organization of the schedule and location of the sponsor and meeting with the clients.
Professional video clip of the sponsor
After the event, the sponsor receives a video clip from the conference, which can be used by the sponsor for
further promotion.
Professional photo shooting of the sponsor
After the event, the sponsor receives a professional photo from the conference, which can be used for further
promotion.
Live interview with the sponsor on social networks
Before the event, the organizer, together with the sponsor, conducts a live video interview on social networks
to announce participation at the event and briefly present their solution. The sponsor also receives a video clip
of the interview.
Getting leads using a personalized questionnaire
During the lecture promoter collects contacts of attendees in the conference hall. After the event, the contacts
are sent to the sponsor. Sponsor is obligated to send the presentation to the attendees. Sponsor can use these
contacts for further cooperation with the clients.
Contact by phone at the sponsor's request
The sponsor sends the contacts or names of potential clients to the organizer (max 20). The organizer strives
that the customer attends the event and arrange a meeting 1: 1 (if necessary, the customer is given a VIP card).
Social network advertising
The sponsor provides the organizer promotional material for marketing purposes on social networks (FB,
Youtube, LinkedIn, Google adds).
Providing location for individual business meetings
On the day of the event, the organizer provides a special location for the meeting of the sponsor and the client.

DATA CENTER Conference 2022
21.09.2022, Ljubljana, Exhibition and Convention Centre
DATA CENTER CONFERENCE is a unique event of mission critical systems infrastructure in Slovenia. The event unites all the relevant information
about planning, construction, management and leadership of the modern, energy effective data centers. Data centers have become one of
the fastest growing sector in the -eld of ICT (information communication technology). Therefore, at this year's conference we want to emphasize
the technologies and techniques which build future data centers. However, we want to invite all the participators to reasonably draw nearer their
contribution to the general standpoint and mentioned thematic complex, due to mantain the main theme of the conference. In addition, the rest
of contributions, which present progressive technologies and solutions in modern data centers, will also be intersting for the attendees.

16%

26%

16%
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9996 €

4958 €

4956 €

2850 €
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CIOSEC 2022

25.11.2022, On-Line
CIOSEC is an important conference for technologies and services in the field of information security in Slovenia. CIOSEC is divided
into 2 sections; CIO and SECURITY. There are 5 round tables in each section. The participation is free for IT managers, security
engineers and other IT personnel who are interested in exchanging their opinion and experience. In the year 2021 the conference
was attended by 220 CIO and CISO from the biggest Slovenian companies.

SPONSOR OF THE ROUND TABLE
Introduction into the round table (15-minute presentation)
Your company is announced as the sponsor of the round table
Organizers and moderator have virtual background with your logo
Your lecturer participates in your round table (with other IT managers)
After the event you get the database of all participants
(from CIO and Security section)
Advertising on Palsit website, publishment of your logo
Advertising on Facebook, LinkedIn and other social networks,
sponsored ads on Facebook
Access to on-line conference for your employees (8 free tickets)
PRICE

-----------------

1970 €
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HEK.SI

The VAT (22%) in not included in the fee.

DATA CENTER

SPONSOR OF THE ROUND TABLE
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